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FADE IN: 

 

 

EXT. IONA JADE FOREST - DAWN 

 

A somber flute melody plays while thick fog slowly dissipates to 

reveal a back-facing YASUO playing the instrument and sitting in 

the forest. A gourd of sake sits next to him. 

 

A feminine hand extends from the surrounding foliage some 

distance away, holding a sewing needle between her thumb and 

middle finger. Red Qi energy charges the needle before the hand 

flicks the needle forward.  

 

The needle travels through clearing, eventually striking and 

shattering the gourd next to Yasuo. Yasuo turns his head, 

showing his profile face, then quickly unsheathes his sword to 

deflect three more needles shot at him. One needle strikes 

Yasuo’s shoulder armor; the red Qi from that needle ripples 

across Yasuo’s body. 

 

A smile grows on a MYSTERIOUS MAIDEN’S face. She takes one step 

forward and seemingly fades away. Suddenly, a maiden with long 

black hair and wearing red silk robes appears directly in front 

of Yasuo.  

 

Yasuo looks surprised, the Mysterious Maiden looks determined. 

 

YASUO 

You?! 

 

Yasuo retreats with a quick jump, casting wind wall just in time 

to stop the volley of needles that the Mysterious Maiden flicks 

toward him. Yasuo dashes into the woods.  

 

Another volley of needles follow Yasuo. This time, red thread 

snakes from the ends of each needle. The threaded needles 

strikes Yasuo’s body at various points. The threads become taut. 

 

 

 



 

MYSTERIOUS MAIDEN 

You will die today, but before that, I will make you 

confess your crimes. 

 

Mysterious Maiden, holding the other ends of the threads, sends 

bursts of Qi energy through the threads to hit Yasuo. 

 

YASUO 

My sword have betrayed neither of us. 

 

Yasuo cuts the threads with his sword. 

 

Mysterious Maiden moves quickly between locations while shooting 

needles at Yasuo. She moves so quickly that her body appears to 

be transparent at times. 

 

Yasuo is moving quickly too, dodging needles and deflecting them 

with his sword. Ripples of Qi resonate each time a needle hits 

Yasuo’s sword. 

 

MYSTERIOUS MAIDEN 

Is your sword stained with Yone’s blood? 

 

YASUO 

(with remorse) 

Yes. 

 

Mysterious Maiden takes a step, her body phases out, and then 

phases back in a few inches in front of Yasuo.  

 

MYSTERIOUS MAIDEN 

(screams angrily) 

Why?! 

 

Mysterious Maiden back-roundhouse kicks Yasuo. Yasuo is sent 

flying from the kick, his back eventually collides with a tree 

trunk some distance away.  

 

MYSTERIOUS MAIDEN 

(with sorrow) 

You killed him... 

(with resolve) 

For that, I will paint the forest crimson with your 

blood. 

 



 

Mysterious Maiden’s eyes glow red, she takes a step toward 

Yasuo, her body phases out, she reappears in front of Yasuo who 

is lying against the tree trunk. She strikes toward him with a 

Qi-charged palm.  

 

Yasuo rolls to the side just in time to dodge the palm strike. 

The tree is split in half.  

 

YASUO 

(pleading) 

Scarlet, wait!  

 

Yasuo dashes from point to point. SCARLET always appears right 

in front of Yasuo after his dash, landing a punch or a kick onto 

him.  

 

SCARLET 

You may outrun the wind, but you cannot outrun me.  

 

Yasuo takes a stance, scrapes his sword across the ground, 

drawing up a tornado that pulls a concealing cover of dust and 

leaves into the air.  

 

Scarlet pauses in position, bracing against the wind, unable to 

see anything through the dust and leaves.  

 

 

SCARLET 

Think this is enough to stop me? Such disrespect! 

 

YASUO 

(unseen, voice echoing in all directions) 

Listen to me, Scarlet. You need to know- 

 

Scarlet closes her eyes and turns in place, shooting threaded 

needles out in all directions.  

 

One needle makes contact with Yasuo’s leg, Qi rippling from the 

contact point. Scarlet opens her eyes. 

 

SCARLET 

There you are. Come out, coward! 

 

Scarlet sends more Qi bursts through the thread connected to 

Yasuo. 



 

YASUO 

(exhausted) 

Scarlet, please stop! 

 

Yasuo can no longer stand on his injured leg and stumbles to the 

ground. The winds disperse, leafs fall. Yasuo can be seen on the 

ground a few feet away from Scarlet. Scarlet and Yasuo make eye 

contact. Yasuo coughs up blood and is breathing heavily. 

 

Scarlet slowly walks toward Yasuo, her palm and eyes glowing 

with red Qi.  

 

SCARLET 

You took away the one person who mattered most in this 

cruel, forsaken world. You are a murderer and a 

disgrace. Today, I will avenge Yone and cleanse your 

clan of your dishonor.  

 

Scarlet’s body fades, reappears in front of Yasuo and strikes 

toward Yasuo with her palm. 

 

YASUO 

Wait! 

 

Yasuo thrusts upward a white, bloodstained handkerchief with an 

embroidered sunflower.  

 

Scarlet pauses her killing blow. Her eyes widen, face surprised. 

Flashback triggers. 

 

CUT TO: 

INT. SCARLET’S TRAINING CAVE - Day 

 

A young YONE and a younger looking Scarlet with a short haircut 

are sparring on a big circular straw mat inlaid with a sunflower 

symbol. Yone holds a sword while Scarlet is empty-handed.  

 

Scarlet effortlessly redirects Yone’s sword strike with her bare 

palm and knocks Yone to the ground by unbalancing him with a 

palm push.  

 

Scarlet smiles, looking at Yone. Sitting on the ground, Yone 

smirks and rubs his lower back. 

 

 



 

YONE 

Marry me. 

 

Scarlet’s smile dims, and she turns away from Yone. 

 

SCARLET 

We’ve talked about this... Ionia will ever accept our 

union. Its people can barely tolerate my existence.  

 

YONE 

(with lighthearted determination) 

The winds are constantly changing. I am going to train 

hard, become clan leader, and carve out a new Ionia- 

one where we can be together. A world where we can 

proudly be ourselves. It gets better. I promise.  

 

Scarlet turns back around, her smile growing. Scarlet takes out 

a white handkerchief with an embroidered sunflower and hands it 

to Yone. 

 

YONE 

What’s this?  

 

SCARLET 

Something I made. You’ll need it if you’re going to be 

training hard, right?  

 

Yone grins, reaches for the handkerchief, but instead grabs 

Scarlet’s wrist at the last moment, pulling her to the ground to 

steal a kiss. 

 

CUT TO: 

 

EXT. IONA JADE FOREST - DAWN 

 

Scarlet is standing over Yasuo.  

 

Yasuo is on the ground, his breath is labored, and needles stick 

out from various points on his body. Yasuo’s hand is still 

outstretched with the handkerchief. 

 

SCARLET 

(disbelieving) 

Why do you have this? 

 



 

YASUO 

(exhausted and labored breaths) 

‘Cause Yone knew when he died, you’d be coming after 

me. My brother knew this is the only thing that could 

make you stop long enough to listen to what I have to 

say. 

 

Scarlet’s eyes return to normal, and a tear rolls down her 

cheek. Scarlet relaxes her palm.  

 

YASUO (VOICE OVER) 

Let me tell you what I told my brother before he was 

laid to rest. 

 

Scarlet slowly reaches for the handkerchief still in Yasuo’s 

outstretched hand but grabs Yasuo’s wrist at the last moment to 

pull him back up on his feet.  

 

Scene zooms out to reveal a large forest, the thick fog sets 

back in. 

 

FADE OUT 

 

THE END 

 


